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THE BARLOTTI
Barlotti may sound rather Italian but it is a completely
British kart designed for Class IV. A latecomer on the scene,
it owes it's origins to Jack Barlow, one-time karting mainstay
of Buckler Engineering. Now that he has his own business,
Jack has taken the opportunity tp produce a kart strictly
according to his own ideas and as he must rate as one of Britain's
better Class IV drivers, who knows better how to design such
a kart?
Whilst the firm is still comparatively small, the successes of
the Barlotti have already become something of a legend in the
South and it's fame is quickly spreading. Our test was con
ducted on a model which had already seen much hard use and
was powered by a Villiers eligible for Class IV Standard
that is, it was complete with original head, barrel, crankcase
and gearbox. Despite it's active competition career, the test
kart had none of the sloppy feel that wear and knocks create
and it was as taut and steady as if new.
The kart was push started and once it had fired in third we
pulled the handy lever on the left back into second and let her
warm up for a lap or so and started playing ourselves in after
a long gap from driving a Class IV. During this spell we
noticed that whilst the seat is no beauty it supports the driver
well and the padding protects the thighs from the top rails of
the frame. The seating position could be described as 'full
alert' because whether tigering or pottering you don't need to
move from the position that the seat provides so there is none
of that hunched up away from the seat back movement when
trying hard.
The steering butterfly is also a plain functional item with a
rather ungainly angled column yet results speak for themselves
and you find it just where you want it whether going straight
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ahead or on full lock. As some karts are put on to lock, the
steering wheel makes the driver adopt uncomfortable arm
angles. The Barlotti gives a feeling of control and ease of
movement that would do credit to a fork-lift truck.
With the engine warmed up we star:ted putting the kart
through our normal test schedule of which only a small part
concerns going fast on the correct line around a track. This is
obviously important but we are just as interested in how a kart
handles when taken on the wrong line as if the right line was
blocked by imaginary other karts. There are very few karts
that cannot be taken around a given track in quite respectable
times provided the motor can give competitive power character
istics, it is when it has to cope with sudden changes of line and
be generally 'horsed' around that the thoroughbred proves
itself.
The Barlotti showed itself capable of coping with the most
absurd demands and the amount of adl1esion available when
making sudden twitches was quite incredible.
Our next item was to try it out on a left-hand hairpin which
has proved the undoing of just about every Class IV we have
ever tested. Nearly all of them, particularly those with pro
nounced left-hand side mounts for the engine, experience very
strong understeer on this bend and plough straight on after
getting around the first 90 degrees of this 180 degrees curve.
The bend is so situated that trying to toss the kart sideways so
that you come out in the right direction is almost impossible
with a Class IV, so one has to go through the time-consuming
business of going down an extra gear to break the back wheels
away. The Barlotti took this bend as if it was a normal rig�tContinued on page 102
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SPECIFICATION
TABLE
Manufacturer
· Model

Barlotti Engineering, Lydford Road, Reading.
Barlotti

Wheels

Fastakart die-cast split rim.
Front-5" with ball bearings
Rear-5" with step and key.

Tyres

Front-Avon 300x5 rib.
Rear-Avon 350x5 rib.
Suggested tyre pressures 13 lbs. sq. in. in front,
18 lbs. sq. in. in right rear and 20 lbs. sq. in.
in left rear.
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Accelerator and
brake linkage

Enclosed cable.

Brakes

6" drum at rear. Two 4" drums at front.
Compensated.

Steering

One drag link and one track rod with Rose
hemi-spherical rod ends. 12-¼" diameter alloy
butterfly steering wheel with wood gi:ips.

Chassis

ESW mild steel tube. Main tubes I"x18 g.
Top rail t"x17 g. Steering hoop and seat hoop
¾"xl8 g. Front axle l½"x16 g. Bumpers
¾"x 18 g. Steering column t"x 16 g. Mostly
gas steel welded with a little bronze welding.

Upholstery

Glass-fibre seat with upholstery in black
vyanide and red piping.

Rear axle

Steel, keyed to suit Villiers, Montesa and
Bultaco.

Dimensions

Wheelbase 45½", rear track 34½", front track
33", pedals to seat back 38", internal seat
width 13".

Fuel tank

Steel holding 6 pints.

.G�aring

17 : 33.

Weight

Front 58 lhs.=34.5%.
Rear 111 lbs.=65.5%.
Total 169 lbs. with petrol tank half full.
With 175 lb. (12½ stone) driver seated on kart
Front 158 lbs.=46%.
Rear 186 lbs. - 54%.
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PRICE FOR SET OF PARTS
Chassis complete ready to take engine except minus axle
£88 !Os
sprocket and number plates

JUNE
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Continued from page JOO
hand one and it wasn't until we had proved it over and over
again that we could really believe it. This was all the more
surprising as the Barlotti has a left side mount. All this high G
did however have one bad effect, the carburettor was starved
of fuel due to surge and the engine virtually stopped showing
the need for either dual float chambers or swillpot.
Despite having very conventional British Hub brakes-a
6 inch drum on the rear and two 4 inch on the front, they
behaved impeccably with no 'darting' or 'snatch' and had very
little effect on handling if used on a corner.
As we got to know the Barlotti better and started being
harder in our demands, we noticed that there was a consider
able amount of hopping on fast bends which might sound
worrying but in fact didn't seem to make any real difference.
Suddenly the kart would be in a different position to what you
would expect but lock instantly killed any chance of deviation
and there was no feeling that it might result in a spin-which
you might expect when all four wheels are off the deck!
Despite 300 x 5 tyres on the front and 350 x 5 on the rear, the
kart stuck hard whatever it's angle compared to the direction of
travel. For the flamboyant driver, the kart enables crowd
pleasing tail-hanging slides of fantastic amounts with no feeling
that you have run out of adhesion and the tail will swing away
beyond recall.
The 9E4 Villiers engine certainly showed why Barlow had
such a fantastic run of successes at Southern tracks' even to
taking on the Supers at times.
It just didn't feel like a Villiers and had completely different
characteristics to other successful Villiers we have driven.
For one thing there seemed to be a good extra 1,000 r.p.m.
available. Also the power was not robbed from the bottom to
put it up top, there was a nice even increase in performance
right from the lowest point one would want to use to right up
high and even at the top it didn't seem to run out of breath,
one just didn't feel it fair to take it any further. The motor
exhibited no tantrums and was generally just what one would
look for if wanting to win. With the motor we must also men
tion the special Barlotti exhaust system which runs under the
rear axle then bends through 90 degrees. It was very quiet
and obviously had a lot to do with the motors performance.
The position looked very vulnerable on a bumpy track but at
£3 10s it is certainly excellent value.
Whilst the Barlotti can be counted a lightweight (169 lbs.)
by Class IV standards, the constructional strength has not
been disregarded at important places such as the front axle
and steering. The bumpers are what a kart ought need to have
but would not stand up to the bump tactics which fortunately
seem to be less frequent in Class IV these days. The steel
welding was of extremely high standard as was the small
amount of bronze welding-on the front axle to frame lugs.
The price of the Barlotti is substantially below what it ought
to be by the rest of the market. For £88 10s you get everything
including upholstery ready to race after fitting your engine.
As competitive lightweight racing Class IV's can cost a good
33 % more than that in the same form obviously something is
wrong. With respect to Jack Barlow we think he is not
charging enough to be able to keep that price for long. The
customers obviously have no complaints but we wouldn't be a
bit surprised to see the Barlotti having it's price increased
before long.
This kart, whilst being a piece of precision machinery appro
priate for the most competitive of racing, does not have the
unforgiving habits of many such karts. Naturally it needs
learning and habits accumulated with lesser equipment take a
time to unlearn but at least during the transition phase one
is not spinning off at every corner. Despite the delicacy of
control available, the construction is strong and sound.
Finally the price at such a low figure makes it a real bargain.
The Barlotti is good, really good and we confidently put it
as one of the top three British Class IV karts.
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England-West
Cornwall, Devon, Wiltshire, Somerset, Dorset.
Event: Castle Combe, June 7th, 1965, Bath Kart
Club.
England-East Midland
Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Cambridge, Buckingham,
Bedford, Oxford, Huntingdon, Northampton,
Leicester, Rutland.
Event: R.A.F. Debden, July 25th, 1965, R.A.F.
Police Depot M.C.
England-West Midlnad
Gloucester, Monmouth, Hereford, Worcester,
Warwick, Shropshire, Cheshire, Derbyshire,
Stafford, Lancashire.
Event: Temhill, June 20th, 1965, Crewe & South
Cheshire M.C.
England-North
Yorkshire, Westmorland, Cumberland, Northum
berland, Durham, Lincoln, Nottingham.
Event: R.A.F. Leeming, July 11th, 1965, Yorkshire
Kart Club.
Wales
Event: St. Mellons, July 4th, 1965, Cardiff Kart Club
Scotland
Event: Summerlee, June 13th, 1965, Larkhall Kart
&Car Club.
Northern Ireland
Event: Portrush, June 26th, 1965, Coleraine &
District M.C.
Channel Islands
Event: St. Brelade's, June 26th, 1965, Jersey Kart
Club.
Isle of Man
Event: Balthane, May 23rd, 1965, I.O.M.K.A.
Final
1. The Final will be held at Shenington on 4-5th September,
1965.
2. Competitors at the Final will be those having scored the
greatest number of points in the regional qualifying event.
3. All competitors accepted to receive Souvenir Badge and
Year Bar.
4. Maximum acceptance per class is 50. (350 all told).
5. Timed practice on Saturday to determine 40 who will race
if class is fully subscribed.
6. All racing for both Class I and II and IV will be on Sunday.
7. Entry fee for final possibly 25/-, or may be £2 inclusive of
two tickets for dance on Saturday night in Stratford.
8. One challenge trophy already donated, and two more
promised, any more offers? Awards to first six in each
class.
9. 3 Races per class on Sunday-Grid positions will also be
determined by the Saturday timed practice. A IO laps,
15 laps and 25 laps (may be amended to ensure event
finishes at reasonable time). Points awarded in all races,
with a score of 60 for the winner of the longest race and
pro rata.
Winner will be highest points scorer in each class when
total points of the three races plus qualifying round points
are added up.

I to I½ B.H.P. increase at 9000 r.p.m.

Dynamometer developed JM extractor exhaust system fitted silencer
reading 87 dB, at 33 ft. Available for Saetta & Parilla sport and super
engines. Price for box, silencer & 90 ° pipe bend £7.19.6d. P & P3/6 cash with order.
• NEW & SJHAND KARTS & ENGINES
ALL KART/NG REQUIREMENTS

JOHN MILLS KART SPECIALIST

90A VALLEY ROAD, WORKSOP, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Telephone: WORKSOP 3515
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